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Name : ………………………………………………………………… Class : 9a1,2 – Le Hong Phong School 

REVISION 2 
I. Pronunciation 

1. a. appeared   b. formed    c. imagined   d. washed 

2. a. throw       b. thought  c. through  d. though 

3. a. dump  b. bulb   c. nuclear  d. plumber 

4. a. oranges  b. glasses  c. fingures  d. watches 

5. a. cakes  b.tapes   c.walls   d. months 

6. a. oranges  b. tongues  c.tables  d. eyes 

7. a. thanked  b. discussed  c. developed  d. raised 

8. a. rather  b. ethnic  c. although  d. without 

9. a. bill   b. pipe   c. mile    d. child 

10.a.plumber  b.remember  c.number  d.member 

II. Vocabulary and grammar 

1. My water bill is enormous this month .I must _________ cracks in the pipes. 

     A, look for                         B, look after                C, turn on                    D, turn off 

2.   We should not _________ to save the environment. 

      A, prevent littering                                              B, reuse plastic bags    

      C, reduce air pollution                                         D, pump raw sewage into water 

3. If you want to save money,you should _________ the amount of water your family uses. 

      A, increase                     B,waste                        C, check                           D, reduce 

4. I can‟t hear what you are saying. Can you ( turn on / turn off / turn up / turn over ) the radio  ? 

5. You can decrease the amount of garbage by collecting waste things for recycling.  

( raise / reduce / increase / develop ). 

6. The scientists are looking _________ a new source of energy.( at / on / for / forward) 

7. We  feel very _________ today. 

A. excited  B. exciting  C. excite  D. to excite 

9. We should not use plastic bags because they are hard to _________and they will cause pollution. 

A. dissolve   B. wrap   C. tear  D. collect 

10. You should ______ an ordinary 100 – walt light bulb with an energy- saving one. 

A. select   B. change  C. install  D. replace 

11. I have looked ______my glasses everywhere but I can‟t find them anywhere. 

A. for  B. after C. at  D. forward to 

12. We shouldn‟t burn trash because it will pollute the air. 

A. furniture  B. rubbish  C. sewage  D. pesticide 

14.  Don‟t worry about me. I can_________ myself. 

 a. look for  b. look after   c. look up   d. look forward to 

15. There is no parking here _________ 9 a.m and 6 p. m. 

 a. during  b. between   c. from    d. until 

16. The river has been _________ with chemical waste from local factories. 

 a. conserved  b. located   c. polluted   d. controlled  

17. If we _________ littering, the world will end up like a second hand junk – jard. 

 a. go along  b. go on   c. go out   d. go down 

18. In order to save money, we should use public transport _________ motorbikes. 

 a. instead of b. except for c. as well as  d. along with 

19. Lighting _________ ten percent to fifteen percent of the electricity bill. 

 a/ looks for b/ accounts for c/ stands for d/ goes up 

20. A clean, safe form of energy which comes from the sun is _________ 

 a/ lunar energy b/ solar energy c/ fossil fuel d/ tidal energy 

21. I was late for school as my alarm clock didn‟t _________ this morning. 
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 a/ go on b/ go out c/ go along d/ go off 

22. The government should _________ and fine heavily anyone using electricity to catch fish. 

 a/ limit b/ allow c/ prohibit d/ reduce 

23. Solar pannels will be _________on the roof of the house to receive energy from the sun. 

 a/ installed b/ built c/ made d/ stored 

24. Studying abroad gives you a _________to improve your English. 

 a. chance  b. purpose   c. difficulty   d. problem 

25 All buildings in Sweden will be heated by _________ energy in 2050. 

 a. water  b. wind  c. solar   d. tide 

26. Who‟s going to look _________ your children while you are at work? ( for  / up /  at  / after) 

27. _________ bulbs should be used to save energy. 

 a. Energy – saving b. Saving – energy  c. Energy – saved  d. Save energy 

28. You should have a _________ fix the dripping faucet in your house in order to save water. 

     A. worker             B.plumber                     C.mechanic                   D.conservationist 

29.  People are polluting the environment seriously. 

     A.Children           B.Adults                          C.Women                     D.Folks 

30.  Companies produce modern _________ that will not only work effectively ,but also save energy.                                                                            

     A, products                  B, light bulbs              C, refrigerators                D, washing machines.   

31. If we _________ on wasting water,there will be a shortage of fresh water in a  few decades.                              

A. turn                    B.get   C. go                          D. depend  

32. When learning English, you should have a dictionary to _________ the new words. 

 a. look after  b. look for  c. look up  d. look into 

33. I think people should use tree leaves for _________ food. 

 a. wrapping  b. rolling  c. making  d. recycling 

34. It is possible to _________ solar energy for a number of days, so it can be used on cloudy days. 

 a. make  b. keep  c. place   d. store 

35. Solar panels are _________ on the roof of the house to receive the energy from the sun. 

 a. built   b. replaced  c. installed   d. kept 

36. Remember to turn off the faucets. A dripping faucet can _________ 500 liters of water a month. 

 a. reduce  b. save   c. increase   d. waste 

37. We were very _________ that no one stopped those people using electricity to catch fish. 

 A. delighted  B. pleased  C. worried  D. excited 

38. If we use much _________ on vegetables, the vegetables will become poisonous and inedible. 

 a. gas   b. energy  c. garbage   d, pesticide 

39. I think we put garbage bins around the school yard to _________ lazy students from throwing trash. 

 a. prevent  b. avoid  c. encourage   d. raise 

40. I'm _________ that people spoiled this area. 

 a. happy  b. excited  c. delighted   d. disappointed 

41. The water is polluted by the fertilizers and _________ used on many farms. 

 a. energy  b. pesticides  c. vegetables   d. streams 

42. I suggest _________ poster on energy saving and hanging them around our school. 

 A. make B. made C. making D. to make  

44.  She looks very _________ because she has just passed the exam. 

     A. happy                           B. happily                     C. unhappy                  D. happiness 

46.  If she continues to use electricity by that way, she _________ have to pay a large bill. 

     A, can                               B, should                      C, would                       D, will 

47.  Solar energy doesn‟t cause _________ 

    A, pollution                        B, polluted                  C, pollute                    D, unpolluted   

48. I‟m pleased _________ you‟ve worked really hard. 

     A, because                        B, when                        C, that                         D. if             
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49. Banana leaves should _________ to wrap things instead of plastic bag. 

 A. be used B. to be used  C. used  D. use 

50:  _________ is a piece of land which is full of  rubbish. 

     A. hedge                            B. treasure                     C. stream                   D. junkyard 

51. Tina _________ for London two years ago, and I _________from her since then. 

 a. left / have not heard   b. is leaving / had not heard 

 c. is going to leave / do not hear c. leave / are not hearing 

52.  I‟m really looking forward  to work  with you. 

53. My brother didn‟t wear that uniform since he left school. 

54. I‟ll bring some raincoats just in case. I hope my friends _________ laugh at me. 

a. haven‟t   b. don‟t   c. won‟t   d. didn‟t 

55. Do you know if Jack is in his office? – I am not sure. He _________ in his office. 

 a. can be   b. might be   c. must be   d. could be 

56. I  suggest _________ unused clothes for the poor. 

 a. to collect  b. collect   c. collecting   d. collected  

57. The people who _________yesterday want to buy the house. 

 a. call   b. have called   c. called   d. are calling 

58. Lan is studying abroad. I _________ her since she left Vietnam. 

 a. haven‟t seen  b. didn‟t see   c. don‟t see   d. won‟t see  

59. If energy _________ unlimited, many things in the world would be different. 

 a. is   b. will be   c. were   d. would be 

60. You are coughing a lot. You should stop _________ 

 a/ smoke b/ smoked c/ smoking d/ to smoke 

61.  His most famous work is called a Bigger Splash, which _________ in 1967. 

 a/ painted b/ has painted c/ was painted d/ is painted 

62. I look forward _________ good response from your company. 

 a/ seeing b/ to see c/ to seeing d/ see. 

63. What about making posters on energy saving and hang them around our school?      

A                   B                       C                                        D     

64. It seems very difficult for me _________ a trip abroad. 

 a. to have  b. have   c. having  d. had 

65. I _________ that film on TV since last night .  

a.  have watched  b. watch  c. watched  d. was watching 

66. He is interested in _________ this English course. 

 a. ask   b. asks   c. asked  d. asking 

67. If Tom were rich, he _________ around the world. 

 a. would travel  b. will travel  c. travel  d. traveled 

68. I _________ Mary while I _________ to the bookshop yesterday. 

 a. meet/ go  b. was meeting/ went  c. met/ was going d. meet/ was going 

69. There _________heavy rain along Thanh Hoa Coast tomorrow morning. 

A. is   B. was  C. will be  D. has been 

70. My computer _________ two days ago. 

 a. repaired  b. was repaired  c. would be repaired  d. is repaired 

71. I am exciting that I can go on a trip  with my classmates tomorrow. 

                     A                B        C               D   

72.  They _________ the room with flowers and balloons. 

     A. celebrated           B. decorated             C. separated             D. predicted 

73. A _________ looks like a funnel and it can suck up anything that is in  its path . 

a. typhoon  b. flood   c. drought  d. tornado 

74. A natural disaster can _________ a lot of damage. 
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a. introduce  b. do    c. cause   d. make 

75. The roof _________ under the weight of snow. 

a. destroyed   b. collapsed  c. erupted  d. decorated 

76. During the summer months, the average_________ in Dalat is 18 degree C. 

a. weather   b. temperature  c. highland  d. resource 

77. Ho Chi Minh city will _________ temperatures between 25 0 C and 30 o C tomorrow. 

a. occur    b. achieve  c. experience  d. happen 

78. Jane is vey_________ of her sister and loves him so much. 

a. bored   b. interested  c. excited   d. proud 

79. Family members who live apart (beside / near / away / next to ) try to be at Tet. 

80.When a tropical storm reaches 120 hours kilometers per hour, it is called a_________  

           A. typhoon             B. tornado                  C. tidal wave             D. thunderstorm 

81. In Australia, a tropical storm is called a ( typhoon / hurricane / cyclone / tornado ). 

82.  In 1978, a young pilot and his plane disappeared after sighting a UFO. 

A. flew away     B. took off     C. became possible to see  D. were caught as prisoners 

83. We can not breathe without it. 

A. water  B. air  C. environment D. land 

84. Ba has been _________ as the most effective activist in his town. 

A. called  B. named   C. nominated  D. presented 

85. I think there might be a lot of gemstones in Mars. 

A. falling stars  B. mineral water  C. precious stones D. sparkling spots  

86. Can you turn the volume _________ a little? I can‟t hear it very clearly. 

A. on   B. off   C. up   D. down 

87. Mount Pinatubo, ______ in Philippines erupted in 1991. 

A. an earthquake   B. a volcano  C. a typhoon  D. a tidal wave 

88. A tropical storm which reaches 120 km per hour is called a _________ in North and South America. 

 A. cyclone  B. tornado   C. typhoon  D. hurricane 

89. “ Well done, Trang.” __________________ 

 A. Not at tall.  B. Many thanks.  C. I‟m glad.  D. Let‟s celebrate it. 

90. Easter is a joyful festival which _________ at around the same time as Passover. 

A. celebrates  B. reaches   C. holds  D. occur 

92. People can mistake the flying object with the meteor. 

       A. star B. gemstone C. mineral water         D. falling star 

93. Scientists warn that the _________will erupt in some days. 

     A. tornado B. earthquake C. volcano                  D. flood 

94. There is still evidence for people to believe in the _________ of UFOs. 

 A. absence  B. adventure              C. trace           D. existence 

95. Most of earthquakes in the world_________ in the Ring of Fire. 

A. happens                 B .occur   C. broke                     D. erupt 

96. The report_________ that thousands of people had seen UFOs.  

              A. warned                 B. suggested       C. claimed                D. blamed 

97. When a tropical storm reaches 120 hours kilometers per hour, it is called _________ 

           A. typhoon                B. tornado                                C. tidal wave             D. thunderstorm 

98. People can know when _________ will erupt nowadays, can‟t they? 

 A. a typhoon  B. a volcano  C. a tornado             D. an earthquake 

99. When learning English, you should have a dictionary to _________ the new words. 

 A. look after  B. look for  C. look up             D. look into 

100. Can you tell me the reason for _________ Mother‟s Day ? 

 A.  organizing  B. holding  C. memorizing  D. celebrating 

101. In 1971 two men claimed that they were captured by aliens  and taken abroad a space craft . 
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 A. strange people B. old people  C. scientists              D. pilots 

103. Hundreds of people died, but thousands were saved because scientists _________ them about danger. 

 A. said   B. claimed  C. proved   D. warned 

104. On September 2nd , there are usually colorful _________ at Ba Dinh Square. 

 A. parades  B. class meetings C. concerts   D. competitions 

105. Tuan has taken part in different charity activities in his town. He is the most effective _________ 

 A. collector  B. activist  C. actor   D. pilot 

106. We can save _________ by using solar energy instead of coal, gas and oil. 

 A. treasures  B. gemstones  C. natural resources  D. valuable things 

107. My students hold a concert every year to raise money for _________ 

 A. typhoon  B. pollution  C. edition   D. charity 

108. People have thrown much trash into the river. _________, the water is polluted. 

      A. however                        B. since                          C. but                             D. therefore 

109:  Manh has known about it _________ Monday. 

A. on                    B. till   C. for                D. since 

110: Many tourists enjoy festivals in Viet Nam _________ they do not understand Vietnamese  culture very 

much. 

A. because        B. so              C. though  D. however 

111. He is tired _________ he stays up late watching TV 

A. and                          B. because              C. but                           D. so 

112. People _________ take physical exercise can live longer.  

 A. whom     B. whose C. which                       D. who 

113- The crops were not very good _________ there was not enough water. 

               A. so                       B. that    C. but     D. because  

114. The English course will start   in June 18
th

 and finish in September. 

115. We‟re so proud _________ her for telling the truth. 

 A. on           B. with   C. of   D. for 

116. Vietnamese people celebrate the Independence Day _________ September 2
nd

 every year. 

 A. on           B. in   C. at   D. for  

117. _________ Jack learned his lesson carefully, he was not confident at the exam. 

A. Though           B. Since    C. However   D. If 

118. Hurricane Andrew swept through   southern Florida …………………..August 1992 

     A. in                                     B. on                                C. at                           D. from 

119. It hasn‟t rained _________ 6 o'clock. 

     A .in             B. from                           C. since                      D. for 

120. _________ Lan is busy, she attends the English evening class regularly. 

       A. Although           B. Therefore C. Because                  D. If 

121. The boy decided to go out _________ it was raining very heavily outside. 

      A. because            B. despite C. although                D. if 

122. Tuan has studies hard. _________  , his English is still not good. 

 A. but     B. therefore   C. so    D. however  

123. I‟ll bring a raincoat just in case . I hope my friends won‟t laugh _________ me. 

A. on     B. for   C. at   D. in 

125. My father is humorous. His sense of humor distinguishes him _________ others. 

       A. for                 B. from  C. with   D. by  

126.  Mary suggested _________ a computer for her future studying. 

            A. buy                                     B. buying                      C. to buy                        D. bought  

127.  If she continues to use electricity that way, she _________have to pay a large bill. 

            A, can                                      B, should                         C, would                         D, will 

128. Ba is not rich.  If he is rich, he would travel  around the world. 
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129. Mrs Lan stopped _________ her letter because she had to leave the hospital. 

            A. to write                                B. wrote                         C. write             D. writing 

130. If there were no air and water, we _________die. 

              A. will                 B. would                       C. can                   D. could  

131. You„ve never seen a UFO, _________? 

             A. have you                              B. haven‟t you         C. do you         D. don/t you  

132. John enjoys _________ in traditional festivals in his country . 

              A. taking part                  B. take part         C. took part        D. to take part  

133. I usually practice _________ English with my friends  in the class. 

             A. speak                                B. to speak          C. speaking        D. spoke 

135. I think he never loses heart after the first exam. That means he never feels_________ 

            A. disappointed                             B. nervous                    C. sad            D. worried 

136. We can save natural _________ by using solar energy. 

           A. products                                   B. resources        C. disasters          D. environment 

137. He is going to the concert _________ the tickets are too expensive. 

            A .because of                            B. though       C. but  D. and 

138.  Lan is very tired . _________, she has to finish her homework. 

            A. So                                       B. or  C. however  D. although 

139. _________ Ba wants to send a letter, he is going to the post office . 

            A. And                             B. Moreover           C. But      D. Because 

140. Water should not _________ to protect the natural resources. 

             A. wasted                             B. is wasted   C. be wasted  D. are wasted  

141. He asked me if I _________ to school by bike the day before.  

              A. to go                                B. going   C. go   D. went  

142. I am very _________ that you won the first prize. 

             A. amazed                            B. amazing   C. amazing  D. amaze 

143. We suggested _________ to the movies by bike instead of _________ 

             A.go/ walk                           B. going/ walking C. going/ walk  D. go/ walking 

144.  I suggest they should _________ net or rods to catch fish. 

A. to use                        B. using   C. used   D .use 

145. If the rice paddies _________ polluted, they will die. 

            A. are                                    B. is   C. were  D. was 

146. If we became very rich, we _________ around the world. 

           A.  travel                   B. would travel  C. traveled  D. traveling 

147.  Hoa: - Your hair looks beautiful , Lan.  – Lan : __________________ 

          A. Ok, thanks.              B. Well done, Hoa. C. It‟s nice of you to say so.   D. All right. 

148. Would you like to come to my house, Ba ? – Ba: __________________ 

           A. Congratulate               B. That‟s a good idea.      C. Yes, let‟s  D. Thanks. 

149. Scientists are looking for an _________ way to reduce energy consumption. 

           A. effect                        B. effectively   C. effection  D. effective 

150. Everyone must take part in  _________ the environment. 

         A. preventing                  B. to prevent   C. protecting  D. to protect 

152. The picture _________ I bought yesterday was very valuable. 

        A. Who                            B. whom   C. whose  D. which  

153. The word _________ comes from Chinese means “big wind”. 

           A. volcano                         B. hurricane  C. typhoon  D. drought 

155.  His father is a very famous doctor, so he is _________ him.  

           A. interested in                   B. proud of  C. good at  D. famous for 

156. Tornadoes are _________ storms which pass overland below a thunderstorm. 

           A. funnel-shaped          B. funnel shaped       C. funnel-shape           D. funnel-shaping     
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157.   She laughed _________ when she heard the news. It was her _________ time. 

            A. Joy/ joyfully                B. joyfully/ joyful             C. joyful/ joy                 D. joy/ joyful   

158.  Do you think you will _________ take a space trip?- Yes, I do. 

            A, can                             B. may     C. might  D.  be able to     

159. We all like the sticky rice cakes ______ are made by grandmother. 

 A. who   B. what  C. which  D. where 

160. Viet Nam is a country ______ exports a lot of rice . 

 A. who   B. where  C. when  D. Which 

161. A tropical storm which reaches 120 meters per hour is call a  hurricane in Asia. 

               162. The postcard who came this morning was from Ha Noi 

163. My uncle Tom is the man whom is wearing a suit with red tie. 

164. The man who   live next door is very friendly 

165..Would you mind turning off the light  . The room is getting dark. 

166. What did  you do if you met alien from outer space? 

167.  The road to our village should be widening soon. 

168.  I suggest to keep sheets with single printed page for drafting. 

169. Nga, _________ is standing over there is my best friend ( who / that / whom / whose ) 

170. She likes the full-moon festival _________ happens in mid-Fall ( who / whom / when / which ) 

III. WRITING: 

1. My sister is the girl . She decorated the Christmas tree. 

A. My sister is the girl who decorated the Christmas tree. 

B. My sister is the girl decorated the Christmas tree.  

C. My sister who decorated the Christmas tree is the girl.  

D. My sister is the girl which decorated the Christmas tree.  

2. We could do the test . It was very difficult. 

A. We could do the test because it was very difficult. 

B. We could do the test although it was very difficult. 

C. The test very difficult and we could do it . 

D. Though we could do the test, it was very difficult.  

3.  Bring along a rain coat or you will get wet .  

      A.  If you bring along a rain coat, you will get wet. 

B. If you don‟t bring along a rain coat, you will get wet. 

C. If you brought along a rain coat, you will get wet. 

D. If you bring along a rain coat, you would get wet.  

4. I / that / would / visit / weekend / I / uncle/ this / could / my //. 

A. I wish that I could visit my uncle this weekend. 

B. I visit my uncle this weekend that I wish.  

C. I could wish that I visit my uncle this weekend. 

D. I wish that this weekend I could visit my uncle. 

5. I think we should put different kinds of waste in different places.  

A. I suggest to have put different kinds of waste in different places. 

B. I suggest putting different kinds of waste in different places. 

C.  I suggest that we shall put different kinds of waste in different places. 

       D. I suggest we have to put different kinds of waste in different places. 

6. If / you / work / hard / you / be / successful. 

     a/ If you are working hard , you are successful.  b/ If you worked hard , you will successful. 

     c/ If you work hard , you will be successful.       d/ If you worked hard , you would be successful. 

7.  If/we/go/ litter /environment/become/serious /polluted. 

    A. If we go on littering, our environment will become serious polluted. 
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    B. If we go on littering, our environment becomes seriously polluted. 

    C. If we go on littering, our environment will become seriously polluted. 

    D. If we go on  littering, our environment would become seriously polluted. 

8.  Hung  / tired / he / stay up / late / play /computer games// 

         A. Hung is tired, so he stayed up late playing computer games. 

 B. Hung is tired because he stayed up late playing computer games. 

 C. Hung is tired. However, he stayed up late playing computer games. 

 D. Hung is tired. Therefore, he stayed up late playing computer games. 

9. I‟m glad. People have kept this area unpolluted.  

     A. I‟m glad that people have kept this area unpolluted. 

     B. I‟m glad to have kept this area unpolluted. 

     C. I‟m glad because people have kept this area unpolluted. 

     D. I‟m glad if people have kept this area unpolluted. 

10. Since Tim was lazy, he lost his job. 

         A. Tim was lazy, as he lost his job.               C. Because Tim was lazy, he lost his job. 

         B. Tim was lazy, because he lost his job.      D. Tim was lazy, but he lost his job. 

11. The test is so difficult that we cannot finish it on time. 

a. The test is too difficult for us to finish on time.  

b. The test is too difficult for us to finish it on time. 

c. The test is difficult enough for us to finish on time. 

d. The test is very difficult for us to finish on time. 

12. “Why don‟t you  apply for the job, Ann?” said Sue 

a. Sue suggested that Ann should to apply for the job. 

b. Sue suggested that Ann should apply for the job. 

c. Sue suggested that Ann should not apply for the job. 

d. Sue suggested that Ann applied for the job. 

13. I / not / see Lan / since / she / come back/ home 

a. I didn‟t see Lan since she came back home.       b. I haven‟t seen Lan since she came back home. 

c. I don‟t see Lan since she came back home.               d. I haven‟t seen Lan since she comes back home. 

14. Hurry up or you will miss the bus. 

 a. Although you hurry, you will miss  the bus.  

b. You will miss the bus. However, you don‟t need to hurry.  

c. You shouldn‟t hurry because you will miss the bus. 

d. You will miss the bus if you don‟t hurry. 

15. I stopped working for that company in 2005. 

 a. I haven‟t worked for that company since 2005. b. I didn‟t work for that company since 2005. 

 c. I haven‟t worked for that company in 2005. d. I didn‟t work for that company in 2005. 

16.   The exercise is difficult, so I can‟t do it. 

A. If the exercise is difficult, I can do it.                          B. If the exercise is not difficult, I could do it. 

    C. If the exercise were difficult, I could do it.                   D. If the exercise were not difficult, I could do it. 

17. I don‟t study hard, so I don‟t get good result in the exam. 

 a/ If I didn‟t study hard, I would get good result in the exam.  

 b/ If I  studied hard, I would not get good result in the exam. 

 c/ If I study hard, I will get good result in the exam. 

 d/ If I studied hard, I would get good result in the exam. 

18.  Bottles / cans / should / reuse / recycle 

a. The bottles and cans should reuse and recycle.         b. The bottles and cans should reused and recycled. 

c. The bottles and cans should be reused and recycled.  d. The bottles and cans should  be reuse and recycle.       

20. Mother‟s Day /celebrate/ second / Sunday / May 

 a.Mother‟s Day celebrates on the second Sunday of May. 
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b.Mother‟s Day is celebrated on the second Sunday of May. 

c.Mother‟s Day was  celebrated on the second Sunday on May. 

 d.Mother‟s Day  is celebrated on the second Sunday on May. 

21.  Water the trees or they will die. 

a. If you water the trees, they will die.             b. If you don‟t water the trees, they will die. 

c. If you don‟t water the trees , they will not die. d. If you didn‟t water the trees, they will die. 

22. I don‟t have the key, so I can‟t get into the house. 

If I ____________________________________ 

A. have the key, I cam got into the house.   B. would have the key, I got into the house. 

C. had the key, I could get into the house.   B. will have the key, I get into the house. 

23.  Auld Lang Syne is a song. Auld Lang Syne is sung on New Year‟s Eve. 

A. Auld Lang Syne is a song who is sung on New Year‟s Eve. 

B. Auld Lang Syne is sung on New Year‟s Eve. 

C. Auld Lang Syne is a song which is sung on New Year‟s Eve. 

D. Auld Lang Syne is a song which it is sung on New Year‟s Eve. 

24.Neil Armstrong/ who/ first/ walk/ moon/ live/ USA. 

A. Neil Armstrong who first walked on the moon lived in the USA. 

B. Neil Armstrong, who first walks on the moon lives in the USA. 

C. Neil Armstrong, who first walked on the moon, lived in the USA. 

D. Neil Armstrong who first has walked on the moon, lived in the USA. 

25. I think we should put different kinds of waste in different places. 

I suggest ___________________________________________ 

A. to have put different kinds of waste in different places. 

B. we have put different kinds of waste in different places. 

C. putting different kinds of waste in different places. 

D. that we shall put different kind of waste in different places. 

26. He tried to finish his work even though he was sick. 

A. In spite of he was sick, he tried to finish his work. B. Despite of his sickness, he tried to finish his work. 

C. In spite of his sickness, he tried to finish his work.  D. Though his sickness, he tried to finish his work. 

27. Ba is tried because he stayed up late watching TV. 

A. Ba is tired, so he stayed up lat watching TV.      B. Ba stayed up late watching TV, so he is tired. 

A. Ba is tired though he stayed up late watching TV.  D. Ba stayed up late watching TV because he is tired. 

28. If Nga doesn‟t hurry, she will miss the last bus   

A. If Nga hurries, she will miss the last bus.  B. If Nga won‟t hurry, she will miss the last bus. 

C. Unless Nga doesn‟t hurry, she will miss the last bus. D. Unless Nga hurries, she will miss the last bus. 

29.We can‟t go out because it‟s raining heavily. 

A. We can‟t go out because of rain heavily.  B. We can‟t go out because of heavy rain. 

C. We can‟t go out because it is heavy rain.  D. We can‟t go out because of it rain heavily. 

30. “Do you know Trang‟s address?” he asked me. 

A. He asked me Trang‟s address  B. He asked me if someone Trang‟s address. 

C. He asked me if I know Trang‟s address. D. He asked me if I knew Trang‟s address. 

31. Mrs. Emma / come / the USA / teach / me / English / 5 years 

A. Mrs. Emma, who comes from the USA, taught me English for 5 years.    

B. Mrs. Emma that comes from the USA, teaches me English for 5 years.  

C. Mrs. Emma, who comes from the USA, has taught me English for 5 years.  

D. Mrs. Emma  who comes from the USA, has taught me English for 5 years. 

32.. If / I / have / chance / meet / alien / I / invite / him / visit / house. 

A. If I have a chance to meet an alien, I will invite him to visit my house.   

B. If I have a chance  meeting an alien, I will invite him  visiting my house.  

C. If I had a chance to meet an alien, I would invite him to visit my house.  
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D. If I had a chance to meet an alien, I would invite him  visiting my house. 

33. Although he is intelligent, he doesn‟t do well at home. 

A. Because he is intelligent, he doesn‟t do well at school.   

B. He is intelligent because he doesn‟t do well at school. 

C. He doesn‟t do well at school because he is intelligent 

D. He is intelligent, but  he doesn‟t do well at school. 

34. The man is my teacher. He is talking to Farmer Lum. 

A. The man talking to farmer Lum is my teacher B. The man  who is talking to farmer Lum is my teacher  

C. The man is talks to farmer Lum is my teacher D. The man talked to Farmer Lum is my teacher 

35. John is speaking to his boss. His boss is a famous writer. 

A. John is speaking to his boss who is a famous writer.  B. John is speaking to his boss whom is a famous writer. 

C. John is speaking to his boss, who is a famous writer. D. John is speaking to his boss, whose boss is a famous writer. 

IV. READING: 

A. Read the passage below and choose the correct answer for each question. 

Fossil fuels are fuels from fossils. The three most important fossils fuels are coal, petroleum, and natural 

gas .They contain hydrocarbons or things that have only hydrogen and carbon in them. Fossil fuels can be used 

to make electricity in a power plant. They are burned to heat water into steam, which can push a fan-like object 

called a turbine. When the turbine spins around magnets in it make electricity. People also burn coal to heat 

their homes, but they do not do it as much as the used to because it produces too much pollution. In many 

homes, people burn natural gas in a stove to cook food. It may also be used for heating the house. Fossil fuels 

produce a lot of pollution when burned. Also, they are limited resources, so they can run out. 

1. What does the word “them” in line 2 refer to? 

A. fossils                   B. coal, petroleum and natural gas.      C. hydrocarbons                       D.  and carbon. 

2. According to the passage ,what is the fan-like object called? 

A. steam                      B. turbine                  C. magnet                     D. electricity. 

3. Why isn‟t coal burnt to heat home as much as they used to be? 

A. Because it produces too much pollution.    B. it isn‟t as effective as used to be . 

C. Because people have other fuels.               D. Because they are running out. 

4.  Why can fossil fuels run out? 

A. Because they cause a lot of pollution.                        B. Because they are used to make electricity. 

C. Because people burn them to cook food.                    D. Because they are limited resources. 

5.  Which of the following sentences is NOT true ?. 

A. Fossil fuels are burnt to make electricity.                   B. Burning fossil fuels produces a lot of pollution. 

C. Only coal is used to heat the house.                             D. People can use natural gas to cook food. 

B. Read the passage below and choose the correct answer for each question. 

I often hear or read about “natural disaster”- the eruption of Mount St Helen, a volcano in the state of 

Washington: Hurricane Andrew in Florida; the floods in the American Midwest; terrible earthquakes all over 

the world; huge fires; and so on. But I‟ll never forget my first personal experience with the strangeness of nature 

– “the London Killer Fog” of 1952. It began on Thursday, December 4
th

 when a high –pressure system (warm 

air) cover southern England. With the freezing-cold air below, heavy fog formed. Pollution from factories, cars, 

and coal stoves mixed with the fog. The humidity was terribly high, there was no breeze at all. Traffic (cars, 

trains, and boats) stopped. People couldn‟t see, and some walked onto the railroad tracks or into the river. It was 

hard to breathe, and many people got sick. Finally on Tuesday, December 9
th

, the wind came and the fog went 

away. But after that, even more people got sick, many of them died. 

1. Which natural disaster isn‟t mentioned in the text? 

          A. a volcanic eruption      B. a flood C. a hurricane D. a tornado 

2. What is his unforgettable person experience? 

 A. the London killer  B. the heavy fog in London 

 C. the strangeness of nature D. a high-pressure system 
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3. What didn‟t happen during the time of the “London Killer Fog”? 

 A pollution B. humidity C. heavy rain D. heavy fog 

4. The traffic stopped because of _________. 

 A. The rain B. the windy weather C. the humid weather D. the heavy fog 

C.Read the passage then choose the (A,B,C or D) to complete the passage. 

Christmas is my (26)_______ holiday. I enjoy (27) _______ Christmas cookies and planning parties. I 

like sending cards and hearing (28) _______ old friends. I love seeing children open their (29) _______ on 

Christmas morning. Most of all, I love one (30) _______custom that we have in our family. On the night before 

Christmas we (31) _______in warm clothing and go from house (32) ________ house in our neighborhood. At 

each house, we (33) _______Christmas songs. Then we go to a hospital or a home for elderly people and we 

sing there. We want to let people (34) ______ that we care about them. Afterward, we come home and drink hot 

chocolate by (35)______ I love this !  

26.  A. like  B. dislike   C. favorite   D. love 

27.  A. bake  B. baking   C. to bake   D. baked 

28.  A. of   B. with   C. from  D. by 

29.  A. presents  B. gifts   C. offers   D. a and b 

30.  A. special  B. unusual   C. strange   D. rare 

31.  A. wear  B. put on   C. get    D. dress up 

32.  A. by   B. to    C. after   D. and  

33.  A. shout  B. cry    C. sing   D. speak 

34.  A. know B. to know  C. knowing   D. knew 

35.  A. fireworks  B. fireplace   C. light   D. firecrackers 


